Product Data Sheet

LoopUp
Remote
Meetings
Conferencing solutions
for meetings that matter

Communication has always been at the heart of successful
organisations. But recent shifts in working patterns have meant
that the spotlight has now intensified on secure, reliable best-inclass tools that drive business continuity and collaboration. We
understand these are highly visible, business-critical choices.
For virtual meetings with clients or other important external
guests, you need technology that won’t let you down – there’s
simply no room for a bad experience.
LoopUp Voice and Video Conferencing combines the features
of sometimes costly collaboration software and traditional
audio-conferencing services. We’re able to offer this best-in-class,
business grade solution with zero upfront or recurring cost,
with just a competitive pence-per-minute rate charge for
audio/video services.

LoopUp video conferences are simple for guests to join and audio
has guaranteed reliability, helping you transform your remote
meetings, promote client engagement and drive better business
outcomes. It’s available as a native app for Microsoft Teams, or as
a standalone solution, with no downloads required for participants
whether accessing from a smartphone (iOS or Android) or a PC.
The LoopUp account owner sends out invites (via Outlook if
required), and attendees select any number for the audio to be
dialled to them, via Tier 1 managed networks only. This is then
charged at an agreed pence-per-minute cost to the account
owner and the system is compatible with any number globally,
including satellite phones.

The solution requires no training and offers unmatched simplicity
for both users and conference guests.
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Key Benefits

Key Features

Adam Phones is able to offer LoopUp licenses with
no upfront or recurring costs. There is no setup cost,
no training fee, no recurring license fee

Guests can view on any device without downloads

Pence per minute call charges are competitively priced
against competitors
Apps are available for iOS and Android, and LoopUp
offers 24x7 support
Call Start Alerts let you know when your first guest joins,
so you’re never late
Always know who’s on and who’s talking, add additional
context with LinkedIn profiles easily add late joiners and
mute background noise
ISO/IEC 27001 certified globally for Information Security
Management. Partnered with global market leaders for
data centre and colocation facilities
Managed Quality of Service and objective PESQ scoring on
all routings with separate audio and video streams
for reliable audio quality

LoopUp calls your guests back –no requirement for
them to dial in
Your guests can join from any mobile or landline number,
local or International
Service allows for audio and screen share record
and guests can use camera or screen share
Meeting invites integrate seamlessly with Outlook
and allows for up to 150 guests per call
One-click to share your screen, video sharing starts
at the host’s discretion
All personal data encrypted and transferred to EU
model clauses
World-class, global infrastructure built for resilience
and redundancy

To learn more about how LoopUp Remote Meetings can benefit your business,
please call our consultants on Freephone 0800 123000.
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